




J.K. Place Rome is located in 

Via Monte D’Oro, just five min-

utes walk from the Spanish 

Steps and is also well located 

for the Vatican and the north-

ern part of the historic center.

“
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A Place in Rome

A short walk from the Spanish Steps 

and the Trevi Fountain, just past the 

boutiques of Via Condotti, J.K. Place 

Roma sits in the beating heart of the 

Eternal City.

“





Contemporary
& antique living

"The hotel features thirty guest rooms and suites 

appointed with contemporary and antique pieces to 

create a feeling reminiscent of the era of «La Dolce 

Vita» combined with the most modern comforts of a 

top luxury boutique hotel.”







One of Italy’s classiest townhouse 

hotels, J.K. Place has been much 

imitated, but few of the copies match 

the warm, suave, elegant original.

“



So stylish. 30 chic bedrooms and 

suites, whose polished-wood panelling 

and moody hues were inspired by Tom 

Ford’s A Single Man.

“



 Supremely comfortable

“The spectacular bathtub covered in gray and white 

striped marble features heavy chrome frames, two 

vanities set in a white marble frame and a large walk-in 

shower with monsoon shower head.”





..And the casual J.K. Cafe’s, with its 

velvet banquettes and modern artworks.

“



JK Cafe

"This is one of the most refreshing things about this 

persuasive urban refuge: an all-day restaurant with a 

menu that aims to delight rather than dazzle. If the dé-

cor nods, in parts, towards Asia, the food looks more 

to Manhattan, with a range of burgers, club sandwiches 

and main-course salads, backed up by a trusty range of 

Italian stalwarts like penne alla puttanesca or veal fillet..”



Gym

Private personal trainers/hikers are available for 

individual attention and consultation, and they will be 

happy to plan and customize a workout regime for you 

throughout your stay. All the attention and uniqueness 

of private personal training are also designed for 

couples or in groups.
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 Via di Monte d'Oro, 30 - Rome - Italy

Tel. +39-06982634 - Fax.+39-0698263499

info@jkroma.com

WWW.JKROMA.COM



WWW.JKCAPRI.COM



WWW.JKPLACE.PARIS




